Golden Goa
which appealed strongly to Ferdinand and Isabella, who were in
need of money. The reader will be acquainted with the history of
the Inquisition in Spain and Portugal^ he will know that it was not
identical with the medieval Inquisition, an ecclesiastical tribunal
created to check the heresies and superstitions, the witchcraft and
sorcery, which threatened to muddle and brutalize Catholicism.
He will recall that, less a reforming body than the earlier institu-
tion, it represented from one point of view an alliance between the
Crown and the Church for secular objects. Besides serving to rob
the Jewish Converses, it was used to terrify the nobility and the
people. A lord too independent or a peasant agitator would be
tapped on the shoulder one day by its Familiars and informed he
was arrested on a charge of heresy. The events of these latter days
have made us acquainted with secret police, with espionage in the
home, with the breaking of morale by torture and solitary confine-
ment. These wrere the methods of the Inquisition, and though
they have been excused on the ground that they had their counter-
part in the criminal procedure of the law and so must have
appeared less unjust than they do nowadays, they were more
efficient and so more cruel than the methods of the judiciary. A
lay judge took action on public complaint or after a factual break-
ing of the law, but the Holy Office often selected its victims and
hunted them down, concocting a process against them afterwards.
The lovable Francis Xavier may in his saintly simplicity have
pictured the Inquisition as an honest disciplinary tribunal reform-
ing the licence of colonial life. By Pyrard's time, forty-eight years
after its introduction into Goa? it bore a dreadful reputation.
Pyrard, a good Catholic, has left this in no doubt. After stating
that its procedure was even more severe than in Portugal, and that
it continued its old policy of hunting converted Jews, in this case
oriental Jews who to obtain the advantage of a trade residence in
Goa had declared themselves Christians, he goes on: 'The first
time such Jews are taken before the Holy Inqrtisition, all their
goods are seized5 they are seldom arrested unless they are rich.7
Speaking generally, he then declares: 'Nothing in the world is
more cruel and pitiless than the procedure. The least suspicion,
the slightest word, whether of a child or of a slave who wishes to
do Ms master a bad turn, is enough . . . they give credence to a
child however young, so only he can speak. . . . When a man is
arrested there is no friend will dare say a word for him. ... If a
chance word should escape a man, having the smallest reference
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